Dragon Husband
Chapter 1542 Frost Breaks Everything
“I, what’s wrong with me? Do you think my face is not good? It’s not something, I used to do this often,
because of the influence of the cold water and cold in my body, I will feel unwell every few days. The
sky will be better,” Song Hanyu said casually.
But Wiliam shook his head.
“Today is different from the past.” He said slowly, “You must have forced a shot in the battlefield of
blood and tears before, and it lasted for a while, plus the cold breath there, now your body’s cold
water and cold gold have more and more influence on you. Bigger.”
“To make a very simple analogy. Before, the cold water and cold gold were like gates, blocking your
blood, but it also left some gaps to ensure that the blood flowed slowly. After the previous forced
shots, your blood veins are not only deep. Affected by frost, the flow is slower. Moreover, the gate
made of cold water and cold gold is getting bigger and smaller, and the gap is getting smaller and
smaller. The two layers of action are superimposed on each other. Now you are in a very dangerous
situation.” Wiliam added. .
Song Hanyu was taken aback, “It wouldn’t be so serious, would it?”
Wiliamzhe spoke and looked at Song Hanyu.
“Then it seems that I’m going to ask the people in the Immortal Prison again, and see if they have a
way to temporarily restrain the cold water and cold gold.” Song Hanyu’s eyes flashed with a haze when
he spoke.
One of the double arrogance, has never asked for someone before.
Others always beg her.
But since the body was planted with cold water and cold gold, her realm and status have plummeted.
Asking people to do things has become accustomed.
It’s just that arrogance in my heart still makes people feel uncomfortable.
How difficult it is to live.
“No need,” Wiliam said suddenly.
“Huh?” Song Hanyu looked at Wiliam suspiciously.
“I’ll treat you, Aunt Song, you don’t have to ask for help from now on.” Wiliam said gently, as if seeing
through the arrogance of Shuangjiao.
“You!” Song Hanyu’s eyes narrowed, as if not daring to look at Wiliam.

When someone touched the deepest thing in his heart, Song Hanyu instinctively felt helpless and
unwilling.
“But, didn’t you say that you have no idea before?” Song Hanyu added another sentence to ease the
embarrassment.
Wiliam smiled at the corner of his mouth, “That was before.”
Before and now, there is a world of difference.
Before Wiliam knew that Jian Shui Hanjin was extremely tough, even the Long Live Demon Lotus at
that time could not be foolproof.
However, the current Long Live Demon Lotus is no longer the same.
This is Wiliam’s greatest confidence.
As Wiliam spoke, his brows flashed.
A strange little red lotus appeared between him and Song Hanyu.
“This is!” Feeling the majestic aura on Xiao Hong’s face, Song Hanyu’s heart shuddered!
She couldn’t help looking at the purple cream beside the bed.
As if to feel Zishuang’s unwilling neigh!
Extraordinary soldiers!
The well-informed Song Hanyu had this idea in his mind, and couldn’t help but shiver!
“You actually have a supernatural soldier!” Song Hanyu lowered his voice and said in horror.
“Well, I couldn’t help you heal before, because my magic soldier has not been promoted to
extraordinary, and I am not very sure, so I don’t appear to be safe. Now it’s different. My Long Live
Demon Lotus body is a silver needle, and Now that it contains the power of frost, it can break all
things, and Jian Shui Han Jin should not be a problem.” Wiliam’s heart moved as he spoke.
The long live demon lotus in front of him turned into silver needles with red light.
In the red light, occasionally ice blue flashed away.
“Now, do you start now?” Song Hanyu asked hesitantly.
She didn’t even think that Wiliam would cure her symptoms, but felt that if Wiliam could suppress Han
Shui Hanjin for a while, she would be thankful.
“Well, now, it’s not too late. But I hope you don’t tell me what I am treating you today, I don’t want to
be too high-profile.” Wiliam said casually.
Being able to plant cold water and cold gold on Shuangjiao shows that the opponent is not only
incomparably powerful, but also cruel.

Wiliam’s cure for her illness would surely arouse the hatred of Song Hanyu’s enemies.
He still doesn’t want to cause trouble to the upper body.
Song Hanyu nodded hurriedly, “Of course. But I think you also have injuries on your body. Doesn’t it
matter?”
While controlling the silver needle, Wiliam said, “It’s all traumatic. It looks serious, but it doesn’t
matter. You relax, don’t think about anything, and don’t resist my silver needle.”
When Song Hanyu heard this, he closed his eyes and relaxed his mind.
Most warriors are wary, but Song Hanyu doesn’t know why, and feels that he should trust Wiliam
unconditionally.
Even if she left her life and death to Wiliam, even if Wiliam attacked her in her relaxed mind, she
would admit it.
Wiliam stopped talking either.
He urged the silver needle to plunge directly into Song Hanyu’s body.
Song Hanyu trembled, only feeling a colder breath raging in his body!
A cold sweat broke out on her forehead.
The cold sweat actually condensed into frost in a short time!
Wiliam also devoted himself to the treatment.
His thoughts were attached to the Long Live Demon Lotus, and he felt the existence of Jian Shui Han
Jin.
Thoughts moved.
Long live the demon lotus hit Jian Shui Hanjin, sending out a more terrifying chill.
If you can see it with the naked eye, you can see the Long Live Demon Lotus becoming icy blue and
transparent, exuding a terrifying aura.
But Song Hanyu’s blood and internal organs were sealed by ice in an instant.
This is protecting Song Hanyu’s blood and internal organs.
The sudden eruption caused Song Hanyu to fall into a state of suspended animation.
Wiliam no longer hesitated, controlling the Long Live Demon Lotus frantically against Jian Shui Hanjin.
I don’t know how long it took, Jian Shui Hanjin finally appeared a crack.
And with this crack, Long Live Demon Lotus has a stronger momentum!
“boom!”

There was a crackling sound.
Wiliam’s mind was shaken and he breathed a sigh of relief.
He thought about it again.
Long live the demon lotus blue light again.
But this time, it slowly absorbed the chill of this frost breaking through all things.
And the broken pieces of cold water and cold gold turned into golden rays of light, all attached to the
silver needle.
Before long, the blood in Song Hanyu’s body finally began to flow slowly.
Her heart also began to beat slowly.
Wiliam sucked out all the Long Live Demon Lotus, and saw the golden rays of light slowly blending
into the silver needle, as if swallowed by the silver needle.
This accident also made Wiliam sigh secretly about the magic of Long Live Demon Lotus.
Can actually swallow other treasures?
However, he didn’t think too much.
After returning the Long Live Demon Lotus to his eyebrows, his hand was placed on Song Hanyu’s
back.
One by one, the metamorphosis was slowly sent into Song Hanyu’s body, helping her quickly restore
her body functions.
And when she slowly opened her eyes, she didn’t have time to say a word in the future.
A puff of blood suddenly rushed to my heart.
“Wow!”
She opened her mouth, and a line of blood shot out directly from her mouth.
The table in front of her was shot by blood, and it shattered instantly!

